We should keep an eye on http://gerrithub.io/ (and gerritforge) -- they clearly have one of the best gerrit instances out there, featuring things like CodeEvy integration for online editing of code (in the browser). We should keep an eye on that for inspiration (and, if they run away from us hard featurewise also not rule out investigating hosting there).

History

#1 - 2015-01-25 13:46 - Florian Effenberger
Just seen this one - if that is still an issue, and should be dealt with by staff, let's discuss it at FOSDEM

#2 - 2015-03-15 19:02 - Bjoern Michaelsen
Just had a look at review.gerrithub.io -- they seem to look rather healthy. More than 10500 projects hosted there, which should support their running costs even if only ... say 10% ... are active.

#3 - 2015-03-15 19:04 - Bjoern Michaelsen
- Due date changed from 2014-12-31 to 2016-03-01

Update due date => keep in mind/recheck next year.

#4 - 2017-01-13 20:30 - Bjoern Michaelsen
Bjoern Michaelsen wrote:

Just had a look at review.gerrithub.io -- they seem to look rather healthy. More than 10500 projects hosted there, which should support their running costs even if only ... say 10% ... are active.

Just rechecked for the kicks: now at 24500-25000 projects. Not a massive growth, but sustainable I guess. OTOH: Changes waiting for review touched today are only ~75, so that isn't too much (we have ~50 only).

#5 - 2017-01-16 12:02 - Bjoern Michaelsen
- Due date changed from 2016-03-01 to 2018-03-01

#6 - 2020-02-08 14:17 - Beluga Beluga
- Status changed from In Progress to Closed